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Wells Fargo, Samsung
and SpaceX
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Housekeeping
•
•
•
•
•

First in a series of Webinars
Toyota’s 14 Principles from Toyota Way
Stories and video clips
Expert on my own opinion
Questions at the end
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Toyota’s Fourteen Principles
1. Base your management decisions on a long-term philosophy, even at
the expense of short-term goals
2. Create a continuous process flow to bring problems to the surface
3. Use “pull” systems to avoid overproduction
4. Level out the workload (work like the tortoise, not the hare)
5. Build a culture of stopping to fix problems, to get quality right the first
time
6. Standardized tasks and process are the foundation of continuous
improvement and employee empowerment
7. Use visual controls so no problems are hidden
Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu
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Toyota’s Fourteen Principles (cont.)
8. Use only reliable, thoroughly tested technology that serves your
people and process
9. Grow leaders who thoroughly understand the work, live the
philosophy, and teach it to others
10. Develop exceptional people and teams who follow your company’s
philosophy
11. Respect your extended network of partners and suppliers by
challenging them and helping them improve
12. Go and see for yourself to thoroughly understand the situation
13. Make decisions slowly by consensus, thoroughly considering all
options; implement decisions rapidly
14. Become a learning organization through relentless reflection and
continuous improvement
Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu
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Moneyball, Toyota Principles and Quality

Click on the 1st link from your
webinar invitation -

Moneyball

Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu
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“Old Thinking”
# 14 Become a learning organization through
relentless reflection and continuous
improvement
#10 Develop exceptional people and teams who
follow your company’s philosophy

Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu
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Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu
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SpaceX Falcon Experimental Landing

Click on the 2nd link from your
webinar invitation –

SpaceX

Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu
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# 8 Grow leaders who thoroughly understand the
work, live the philosophy, and teach it to others
# 9 Develop exceptional people and teams who
follow your company’s philosophy
# 14 Become a learning organization through
relentless reflection and continuous improvement
Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu
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John Stumpf of Wells Fargo

Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu
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I called the Wells Fargo ethics line and was fired
Millions of phony accounts. Fake bank card PIN numbers.
Fictitious email accounts.
Wells Fargo is catching even more heat for alleged bad
behavior, this time from the powerful SEC.
Inside Wells Fargo, workers say the mood is grim
Severe anxiety. Fear of retaliation. Shame. And a sense of
having been abandoned by their leaders.
Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu
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# 8 Grow leaders who thoroughly understand the
work, live the philosophy, and teach it to others
# 9 Develop exceptional people and teams who
follow your company’s philosophy

Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu
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Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu
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Welch Grid

PERFORMANCE

(High)

Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu

(Low)

The Performance-Values Matrix

High Performance
and
Low Values Match

High Performance
and
High Values Match

Low Performance
and
Low Values Match

Low Performance
and
High Values Match

VALUES
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(High)

What Jack Welch Says…
“If you don’t have public hangings for bad culture

in a company, if you don’t take people out and let
them say, they went home to spend more time
with the family. It’s crazy.”
#9 Grow leaders who thoroughly understand the
work, live the philosophy, and teach it to others

Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu
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Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu
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Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu
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#4 Level out the workload (work like the tortoise,
not the hare)
#5 Build a culture of stopping to fix problems, to
get quality right the first time
#11 Respect your extended network of partners
and suppliers by challenging them and helping
them improve
Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu
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#8 Go and see for yourself to thoroughly understand the situation
#6 Standardized tasks and process are the foundation of continuous
improvement and employee empowerment
Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu
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• Go to Gemba
• Ohno Circle—Learning to See
• Root Cause Analysis—5 Whys

Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu
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5 Whys – Taiichi Ohno
1. “Why did the robot stop?”
The circuit has overloaded, causing a fuse to blow.
2. “Why is the circuit overloaded?”
There was insufficient lubrication on the bearings, so they
locked up.
3. “Why was there insufficient lubrication on the bearings?”
The oil pump on the robot is not circulating sufficient oil.
4. “Why is the pump not circulating sufficient oil?”
The pump intake is clogged with metal shavings.
5. “Why is the intake clogged with metal shavings?”
Because there is no filter on the pump.
Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu
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Reverse 5 Whys from DirectTV

Click on the 3rd link from your
webinar invitation –

DirectTV

Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu
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# 2 Create a continuous flow to bring problems to
the surface
# 3 Use “pull” systems to avoid overproduction

Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu
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Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu
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Quality and MSOM
Process improvement tools
Visual Controls
Performance measurements—KPIs
Customers—Internal and External
How to find out what your customers are thinking
More Lean and Six Sigma discussions
Video on the MSOM website
Great ties between and build of information throughout
courses
Questions for the presenter?
Email msomweb@uark.edu
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MSOM Lunch & Learn Webinar Series
This series of Lunch & Learn webinars is designed to aid in professional development and
increase general awareness of the Operations Management program. Whether you are a
working professional who is interested in these topics, a current MSOM student or Alum, or
an undergraduate student trying to decide what to pursue next, this webinar series is for
you.

Date

Presenter

Topic

December 8

Travis McNeal

Making Organizational Change Management Work for You

January 12

Randy Roy

What is Operations Management and Why is it Important?

February 9

Rich Ham

You Are a Homeland Security Manager Whether You Know it or
Not

March 9

Leonard Nethercutt

Project Management Career Positioning…Coursework,
Experience, Certification

April 13

Kirk Michealson

The Juggling Act – Time Management Skills for a Better Tomorrow
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